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https://www.linkedin.com/in/praveeng997 https://upraised.webflow.io/portfolio/praveen-ganesan

PROFILE

Enthusiastic Product Consultant with 3+ years of  experience in assessing customer desires, and requirements and creating a product that 
successfully meets those standards. . Skillful in gathering product requirements, suggesting product enhancements, and performing 
quality assurance controls. An analytical thinker who works collaboratively to get the job done.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

12/2021 – present
Bangalore

Junior Product Consultant, Hubbler
Managed a major order to cash management project for a leading FMCG distributor in India resulting 
in a yearly revenue of over 100K dollars

Assisted customers with product needs and understanding their pain points

Worked closely with engineering, sales, marketing, and support to ensure business case and customer 
satisfaction goals are met

Used wire-framing methods to ideate and discuss process flow with the team

Defined UAT metrics and carrying out pre-release UAT by working with the QA team to deliver the 
final product to respective stakeholders to meet SLAs

Helped identify product gaps and opportunities to improve product position in market

Collaborated with Marketing, Engineering and Operations team for product improvement 
initiatives.

03/2019 – 12/2021
Chennai

Machine Learning Data Associate, Amazon
Performed annotation-related tasks in a narrow ML data process area and adhered to daily productivity 
and quality targets consistently

Analyzed metrics to continually improve the product's performance

Suggested customer-oriented product development and improvisation plans

Tracked queries related to annotation/data collection and discussed them with the relevant stakeholders to 
help solve them

Ideated for tool improvement which after implementation resulted in 30% increase of overall team 
productivity

Assisted in collecting customer feedback and understand the customer's requirement

Tracked daily task completion status using recommended tools and provided individual status reports

Helped test new SOPs and ML data tools

EDUCATION

12/2020 – 09/2021
Chennai

PGP in Data Science and Engineering, Great Learning

08/2014 – 04/2018 B.E Mechanical Engineering, Kongu Engineering College

SKILLS

MySQL Figma Miro Postman Communication Skills
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